Enphase Energy Recognized As Cool Vendor by Leading Industry Analyst Firm


“We are thrilled to be recognized by Gartner as a Cool Vendor in the solar technology market,” said Paul Nahi, CEO, Enphase Energy, Inc. “We believe recognition by prestigious thought leaders, as well as the momentum Enphase is experiencing in the market are an affirmation of the strong interest in Enphase micro-inverters as the preferred new approach for installing solar energy systems.”

Enphase Micro-inverter Systems convert the DC output of a single solar module into grid compliant AC power. Enphase systems maximize energy harvest, increase system reliability and are easier to design, install and manage than systems installed with traditional inverters. Tests have demonstrated that Enphase Micro-inverters deliver 5% to 25% more energy harvest than traditional, centralized inverters. In addition, a proprietary communication technology is embedded into each Micro-inverter, enabling continuous, remote, per-panel monitoring to maximize energy production.

About Gartner's Cool Vendors Selection Process
Gartner's 'Cool Vendors' report is designed to highlight interesting, new and innovative vendors, products and services. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness of a particular purpose. Gartner defines a cool vendor as a company that offers technologies or solutions that are: Innovative, enable users to do things they couldn't do before; Impactful, have, or will have, business impact (not just technology for the sake of technology); Intriguing, have caught Gartner's interest or curiosity in approximately the past six months. For more information about Gartner or the Cool Vendor report, visit www.gartner.com.

About Enphase Energy
Enphase Energy provides solar energy management systems for residential and commercial markets. The company offers a networked system, which includes high-efficiency micro-inverters, communications and web-based analytics. The systems increase energy harvest, increase system reliability, and simplify design, installation and management. Founded in 2006 and based in Northern California, the company is led by veterans from the solar and high tech industries and backed by industry leaders. For more information, please visit www.enphaseenergy.com or call (707) 763-4784.